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Internal noteWill Schell Dec 23, 4:19 PM

Request #4452901 "Closed Captioned Video Programming" was closed and merged into this request. Last
comment in request #4452901:

I am a 76 year old male with failing hearing and use CC to enjoy TV programs. I live in Florida for the winter and
the Pittsburgh area for the summer/fall months. We are currently living in our Pittsburgh home. One of the local
stations we enjoy watching in Pittsburgh is the NBC affiliate WPXI-TV. CC on their national programs are
excellent. Up until recently, their local live news programs had good CC. However that has all changed drastically.
Their CC of breaking stories are hardily legible. Names and places come out completely wrong most times. I
called WPXI to complain about their CC, and was transferred to someone in their engineering department. I was
advised that they recently changed their CC method from a live CC service and are now using a voice recognition
system to CC their news programs. I asked if this was a temporary change and was informed that it was
authorized by their parent company. The person I spoke to said they hoped the system would improve in the
future. I asked if anyone at WPXI was reading their CC and he said they were analyzing the system and were
aware of the translation errors and were working with their vendor to hopefully improve the system. It is a shame
that people who depend on CC have to suffer with this system when the prior service was very good. CC viewers
should have been notified that they were changing systems, so we didn't have to try to figure out if it was our
cable company or television sets causing the problems. I have some hearing, so I could decipher immediately
that something was wrong. I feel sorry for my deaf friends who must be struggling with this inferior service. We
thought the FCC had quality standards that stations had to adhere to. Apparently WPXI and its parent doesn't
care if the CC service they are providing to their caption users is any good or not. Thank you.
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Due to the size of the recording of the newscast in question, a copy of the recording cannot be uploaded 
to the station’s online public inspection file.  A copy of the recording that was included in the response to 
the closed captioning complaint is available upon request.   
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